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Aos ci 1347, the aeverind letter was not included and there a:: peers to be no 
legitimate basis for the withholding of may of theme papges that eJuld not preclude the 
release of all that had been ekes released. 

There uay be legal niceties lost upon me, but why Should hoover first and then all 
others perpetuate suppression at non-secret evidence oa the far right while never with. 
holding agything one  say, the 2100? 

Por your information, the adding at these pages still leaves the FBI not hoeing 
reported an enormous amount that we Maki about itilteer at al. In 	I bid lees 
than all, probably reduced in 1-0. 

As I reseurber it, the FBI vithhale about the last 200 pews IWO'? making the 
same olatoks, not editing the ledem. The pattern is of protection of tha far =WA* 
The name* iz the index Indicate thie ep pett.!.re. 

One reading or the V irginia decision in Bud's stew against the CXA confirms that 
he has leas courage than a clippledmother hen and that it provides leads for is to 
tenter in the descriptions and identifications of the documents withhold, 

I think you should get a tow of Bobert 4. Iowa. affidavit because I think 
a) the CIA will not deliver to as awl 
b) it is not unlikely I am mentioned in the listed. documents inspected 

if camera, 

Nos. 36,37,40,44,45, 47-9 and 57. 
I don't think we need more beds that what will stack if alleged as "information 

and belief," that I on not Masked in sous of the documents be got. (Don't forget Bails/ 
Ray potential.) We know that I min some of hie files and they have not given this to as. 
Raving given it to lots do their lege start with feet to stand cm? Having denied se what 
they gave him may raise questions of another sort, but I think immediately 1:,portant is 
al proof of bad faith or frivolity and b) proof that their claims in withholding fro' 
me have to be spurious. 

Until the tide for appeal has expire we of course do not really know if we'll 
eat any more. 

.1he list in this decisien also indicates what should have been given me, like 
computer printourn, end wasn't. 

47..9 naye be promising because of the reason for entire withholdings"the CIA 
had an interest in such individuals." This could and should have included me. 

57s I have "no relation with pluintiff." 

If we dome to the 3rd graf on p. 4 with my why not ant a) for deletelons of names 
ae4fer hi sekini3; that those mood be asked to waive claimed "privacy." 

I couio_mase easy poems on some of the names that would ratan little at nothing 
to most judges and are not privacy invasions, like us, Sprague, Turner, Garrison, Flaw. 
monde, ;:sith, and so many others. 

Hos in thio papers supplied Bul those stnadards were violated repeatedly. Be, why 
should the CIA have smelt immunity in these least noes? 

A reading of this confirms oy belief that when Bud is at bat he swinge with 
less vigor than a basket ease. 

'eat, BW 


